
 
Consulia                      
Rose Davey 
 
In their faces I look for signs  
something in the eyes  
the curl of the lip like premonition  
or some long standing karmic imprint.  
I find a mirror  
the notch in my forehead  
the flatness at the bridge of my nose.  
I remember, at twenty-three  
he was talking  
when he picked it up, just something on hand so softly  
by the sink a bottle of something.  
I leaned in – hard  
plastic, shatterproof.  
Sloe-black mural  
burned to sparks, flare  
dissolve and I thought of fireflies on the old farm when I was young how I wouldn’t speak  
a word from dusk until they ascended from the fields. He had smiled.  
I understand, having been educated  
on the causal nexus of our sex, the explosions of violence the stripping off of flesh, equivalent to  
a flock of sparrows breaking from frozen earth as much a part of nature.  
The nature of violence, death,  
the stoppage of air, the loss of blood,  
the broken neck,  
as themes. Being lost unto nature.  
These our childhood stories.  
Now five women, tied in burlap bags  
dream in the swamp and the police  
so tired  
collect the bags of women  
like litter and ask other women  
the alive  

 
to be careful  
the boyfriend of one victim  
recalls the size of the bag  
how impossibly small, this potato sack  
could hold his lover  
wound like a crescent moon  
as in utero. 
  



 
At a Frozen Pond                     
 
This afternoon I prayed.  
 
This is new. The word is dumb in my mouth always  
the prayer, like the pray-er, lingers in the cold.  
 
I stick numb fingers into the cold earth  
to stay. Tethered, this pattern of frost  
a prayer, frost the lover to dust. I keep cowries  
 
to whisper secrets into. What keeps  
me here. I wait for it to drift away but it hovers   
behind me somewhere above erupting cattails  
 
a bell in my chest jingles weakly. Three times it rings  
out then silence. Hearing finally that answer  
 
I turn my attention to skein of geese overhead,  
so silent and reconciled in their movement  
so unique in their certainty and illusion  
 
I recognize in them all the demands of love. 

 


